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A growing body of research has acknowledged that understanding sport consumer’s emotions is crucial for 
both researchers and sport practitioners (Biscaia et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2017; Raney, 2006) as emotional experiences 
(e.g., pleasantness, excitement) are one of the predominant factors related to the sport consumptions (e.g., 
spectatorship, viewership). It is evident, particularly, as the practitioners frequently deal with those emotionally 
charged fans in order to promote their products and services at the various points of a sporting event (Lee et al., 
2018).  

Previous studies have identified several key factors that elicit emotional reactions in a sporting event such as 
team identifications (Madrigal, 2008), team performance (Knobloch-Westerwick et al., 2009), rivalry and perceived 
suspense (Peterson & Raney, 2008), and live commentator (Lee et al., 2016). Only a limited number of studies, 
however, have focused on spontaneous and dynamic changes in emotional reactions to a sporting event (e.g., Kim et 
al., 2017; Potter & Keene, 2012). A retrospective approach – which is often involved with memory and social biases 
(Potter & Bolls, 2011) – has been a popular method in the previous literature when measuring sport consumer’s 
emotions. In order capture more dynamic and vibrant emotional responses to sporting events, this present study 
employed a real-time psychophysiological experimental approach. 

 
Literature Review 

Uncertainty is one of the key elements that makes sporting events unique (Theodorakis & Alexandris, 
2008). According to the disposition theory (Zillmann et al., 1989), fans’ emotion is reflected by their team’s game 
outcome. For example, positive emotions (e.g., pleasantness) are followed by team’s positive accomplishments (e.g., 
win, advance to playoff) while negative emotions (e.g., anxiousness) are followed by team’s negative outcomes (e.g., 
lose, relegation to a lower division). It has been found that game outcomes and uncertainty throughout the sports 
competitions are major driving forces of fans’ emotions (Raney, 2006). In other words, sports fans are influenced by 
these uncertain elements of the sporting event (Madrigal et al., 2011), which create sporting events more exciting 
and therefore motivate fans to consume live sporting events (Paterson & Raney, 2008).  

The primary goal of current study was to examine how emotions are dynamically changing in relation to the 
game outcomes and uncertainty. It was expected that there will be significant interaction effects between game 
outcome (win, lose) and uncertainty (close, lopsided) on emotional responses (pleasantness, unpleasantness, and 
arousal) over the time of exposure (repeated measures). For example, when it comes to close game (e.g., high level 
of uncertainty) sports fans would experience mixed feelings (e.g., positive and negative emotions simultaneously) 
until they find out the outcome. And then, the fans would feel extremely aroused and happy/unhappy based on the 
outcome. For a lopsided game, on the other hand, different patterns of emotional reactions (e.g., fans would be 
moderately aroused and happy/unhappy) were expected when the game outcome can be predicted fairly early on. 

 
Methods 

A total of 95 undergraduate students from a large public university was randomly exposed to two of three 
blocked sets of basketball games by utilizing a repeated measure design. Each set included 4 game conditions (2 
[Game outcome: win, lose] 2 [Uncertainty: close, lopsided)] featuring their university’s basketball games. Each 
participant watched a total of eight basketball games– two sets of four game situations (e.g., a close win, a lopsided 
loss). The video stimuli featured the last 4 minutes of twelve basketball games from the past four seasons. The 
researchers manipulated the final score differentials to create the close conditions (1-4 points) and lopsided 
conditions (15-25 points).  
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Psychophysiological sensors had been connected to participants during the game exposure. Orbicularis 
oculi (OO; smiling), Corrugator supercilii (Corr; frowning) muscle, and Electrodermal (EDA; sweat gland) activities 
were recorded to capture participants’ emotional states (i.e., pleasantness, unpleasantness, and arousal, respectively) 
during the game exposures. 

 
Results 

The statistical analyses of the physiological data (i.e., OO, Corr, and EDA) were conducted with 2 (Game 
outcome: win, lose) 2 (Uncertainty: close, lose) 60 (Time period: last 60 seconds of the game) repeated-measures 
ANOVAs. There were significant three-way interaction effects between Game outcome, Uncertainty, and Time on 
OO, F =1.454, p <.05, Corr, F =1.359, p <.05, and EDA, F =14.06, p <.001, respectively. Different patterns of 
emotional reactions to the game outcome were observed as the functions of uncertainty and time. Specifically, when 
it comes to the close conditions, there were significant differences between the win and lose in terms of 
pleasantness, unpleasantness, and arousal detected at the end of game. However, no such differences were observed 
before the game outcome is determined (p > .05). On the other hand, when it comes to the lopsided conditions, 
there were significant differences on pleasantness and unpleasantness during the entire period. These differences, 
however, were less evident compared to the close conditions. 

 
Discussions 

The current study aimed to examine how game outcome and uncertainty factor influence the sports fan’s emotions 
over time. The findings of the current study extend our understanding of the sports fan’s emotions in two critical 
ways. The uses of real-time biometric measures allowed us to identify the mechanism of how and when fan’s 
emotions are being affected by team’s performance. As revealed, the outcome changed the direction and degree of 
emotions, particularly under the close game situation. In addition, our finding offers an evidence that the uncertainty 
moderates the emotional reactions to the game results. This implies the different levels of uncertainty within a game 
will create varying emotional experiences to fans, which will affect their future consumption decisions/behaviors. 
The findings suggest that all victories (and defeats) are not the same and fan’s emotions vary. This further implies 
strategies pertain to emotion management (e.g., extend the positive emotions, cease the negative emotions) should 
be applied depending on different game situations; and, it maybe more effective when it is done quickly since 
emotions are relatively short-lived and can stimulate other similar kinds of emotions (e.g., enthusiasm, happiness or 
gladness)(Biscaia et al., 2012).  
 

 


